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Abstract 

Bessel process is defined as the radial part of the Brownian motion (BM) in 

the D-dimensional spaceぅ andis considered as a one-parameter family of one-
dimensional di百'usionprocesses indexed by D， BES(D). First we give a brief review 

of BES(D)ぅ inwhich D is extended to be a continuous positive parameter. It is 

well-known that Dc = 2 is the critical dimension such that， when D 三Dc(resp. 

D く Dc)，the process is transient (resp. recurrent). Bessel βow is a notion such 
that we regard BES(D) with a fixed D as a one-parameter family of initial value 

x > O. There is another critical dimension Dc = 3/2 and， in the intermediate values 
of Dう Dcく D く Dc，behavior of Bessel flow is highly nontrivial. The dimension 

D = 3 is special， since in addition to the aspect that BES(3) is a radial part of the 

three-dimensional BJV!， it has another aspect as a conditional BM to stαy positive. 

Two topics in probability theory and statistical mechanics， the Schramm-Loewner 
eυol山 on(SLE) and the Dyson model (i. e.う Dyso凶 BMmodel with parameter 

β二 2)ぅ arediscussed. The SLE(D) is introduced as a 'complexi五cation'of Bessel 

flow on the upper-half complex-plane， which is indexed by D > 1. It is explained 
that the existence of two critical dimensions Dc and Dc for BES(D) makes SLE(D) 

have three phases; when D 三Dcthe SLE(D) path is simple， when Dcく D く Dc

it is self-intersecting but not dense， and when 1く D:::; Dc it is space-filling. The 

Dyson model is introduced as a multivariate extension of BES(3). By 'inheritanceう

from BES(3)， the Dyson model has two aspects; (i) as an eigenvalue process of a 

He町r口m口m凶ni凶tian-matr巾i以x-v刊alue吋dBMう and(ii) as a system of BMs conditioned never to col-

lide with each other， which we simply call the noncolliding BM. The noncolliding BM 

is constructed as a harmonic transform of absorbing BM in the Weyl chamber of type 

Aヲ andas a complexification of this construction， the complex BM representαtion 

is proposed for the Dyson model. Determinantal expressions for spatio-temporal 

correlation functions with the asymmetric correlation kernel 01 Eyηαrd-Mehtαtype 
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are direct consequence of this representation. In summary， 'parenthoodヲofBES(D) 
and SLE(D)?乱ndthat of BES(3) and the Dyson model are clarified. 

Other rela七edtopics concerning extreme value distributions of noncolliding dif-
fusion processesぅ statisticsof characteristic polynomials of random matricesぅ and
scaling limit of Fominうsdeterminant for loop-erased random walks are also given. 

We note that the name of Bessel process is due to the special function called 
the modified Bessel functionう SLEis a stochastic time-evolution of complexαnαlytic 

function (confonual七ransformation)う a凶 theWeiers七rasscanonical product repre-
sentation of entire functions plays an inlportant role for the Dyson model. Complex 
analysis is effectively applied to study stochastic processes of in七eractingparticles 
and statistical mechanics luodels exhibiting critical phenomena and fractal struc-
tures in equilibrium and nonequilibriulu states. 
Keywords Complexification， Multivariate extension， Conformal transformation， 
Randonl matricesう Entirefunctions 
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1 Family of Bessel processes 

1.1 On←dimensional and D-dimensional Brownian motions 

We consider motion of a Brownian particle in one dimensional space R starting from 
X E R at time t = O. At each time t > 0 particle position is randomly distributed， and 
each realization of path is labeled by a parameter ω. Let r2 be the sample path space 

and BX(収tい7パ川(，.(，刈4
realized a部Sωε 口 Let(r2，:F， P) be a probability space. The one-dimensional stαηdαrd 
BroωMαη motion (BM)， {BX(い))}促[0，(0)'X εR， has the following three properties. 

1. BX(O，ω) = X with probability one (abbr. W.p・1). 

2. For any 白xed ω ε r2， BX(収tい?バ，(，.(，仏刈4
BX(作ωtり)has a continuous path. 

3. For any sequence of times， to三 Oくれく・・・く tMヲM εN三 {1，2， 3，・・}，
the increments {BX (む)-BX(ti-1)}f;!1 are independent， and distribution of each 
increment is normal with mean m = 0 and variance σ2 む-ti-1・ Itmeans that 
for any 1 ::; i ::; M and fく γ?

P(BX(ti) -BX(ti_1)ε川)= [P'i-"-' (oIO)d 

where we de五nefor α，b εR 
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If we write the conditional probability as P('IC)， where C denotes the condition， the 
third property given above implies that for any 0三s::;t

P(BX(t) ε A刈M収馴|回r問BX町Z

ぺ(sい ) = L p'-s(bl α )db 

holds V A c R，vαεR. Then the probability that the BM is observed in a region Ai C R 

at time ti for each i = 1，2，・・・ ，M is given by 

P川 εAi，i=は M)=AdZ11M州立Pti-ti-l(xilxiー 1)， (1.2) 

where Xo三 x.The formula (1.2) means that for any五xedsと0，under the condition that 
BX(s) is given， {BX(t) : t三s}and {BX (t) : t > s} are independent. This independence 
of the events in the future and those in the past is called Mα伐ovproperty 1. The integral 

1 A positive random variable T is called Mαrkov time if the event {T三u}is determined by the behavior 

of the process until time u and independent of that after u. The Brownian motion satis五esthe property 

obtained by changing any deterministic time s > 0 into any Markov time T in the definition of Markov 

property given here. It is called a strong Mαrkov property. A stochastic process which is strong Markov 
and has a continuous path almost surely is called a diffusion process. 
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kernel pt(ylx) is called the transition probαbility density function of the BM. As defined 
by (1.1)ぅpt(ylx)is nothing but the probability density function of the normal distribution 
(the Gaussian distribution) with mean m = x and varianceσ2 = t. 1七shouldbe noted that 

pt(ylx) = pt(xly) and Ut(x)三 pt(ylx)is乱 uniquesolution of the heat equαtion (diffiωion 
eqωtion) 

θ1δ2  
:-'-Ut(x) =一一τUt(x)ぅ Z ε~， t ε[0ぅ∞)δt -"，-， 2 ax2 

(1.3) 

with the i凶 ialcondition uo(x) = J(x -y). Therefo民的(ylx)is also called the heαt 
kernel. 

Let D εN  denote the spatial dimension. For D ~ 2う theD-din1ensional BM in 
~D starting from the position a こ (μXlい..汁， XD) ε ~D 詰s de五nedby the following D】

dunensional vector-valued BM， 

Ba(t) = (Bfl (t) ぅ B~2(t)ぅ・ぺB1D(t))ぅ t ε[0，∞)ぅ

where {Bfi(t)}~l are independent one-dimensional standard BMs. 

1.2 D-dimensional Bessel process 

For D εNぅ theD】-di引irr悶，

radial coordinate) of the D-dunensional BMう

XX(t) 三 IBa(t)1

両日)2 + . . . + B1D (t) 2 ，民[い)ぅ

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

wh悦 theinitial value is given by XX(O) = x = lal =州十・・ +xちと O.By definition 
XX(t) is nonnegative， XX(t) ε~+ 三 {x ε ~:x 三 O}. See Fig. 1. 

By this defi凶 ion，XX(t) is a functional of D-tuples of stochastic processes {Bア(t)}乙1・

1n order to describe the sta七isticsof a function of several randOln variablesうwehave to see 
'propagation of error¥For stochastic processesう byIto包formulawe can readily obtain 
an equation for the stochastic process that is defined as a functional of several stochastic 

processes. 1n the present caseぅ wehave the following equationう

D -1 dt 
dX勺)= dB(t) + 一一一~， tε[0ぅ∞)う

2 xx(t) x > O. 

The first tenn of the RHS うdB(t) ぅdenotes the ir凶 n凶凶it旬e邸S討i日lnユla叫1i凶n郎Cαren問，

(1.6) 

standard B M starting f:仕rOln七出heorigin at time t ニ O ぅ B(t) = BO(t). It should be noted 
that B(t) is a di百erentBM from a町 Bfi(t)， 1三t三Dうwhichwere used to define XX(t) 
in Eq.(1.5). Here we assume XX(t) > O. Then， if D > 1， for an infinitesimal increment 
of time dt > 0ぅ七hesecond tenn in七heRHS of (1.6) is positive. 1t means that there is a 
drift to increase the value of XX(t). This drift term is increasing in D and decreasing in 
XX(t). Since as XX(t)¥、0，the drift ternlノ∞ぅ itseems that a 'repulsive force' is acting 
to the D-din1ensional BMぅ Ba(t)，lal> 0 to keep the distance from the origin positive， 
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X1 

x 3 

x 2 

Figure 1: The D-dimensional Bessel process XX (t) is defined as the radial part of the BM in 
the D-dimensional space. The initial value X of the Bessel process is the distance between the 
origin and the position from which the BM is started. 

XX (t) = J BX (t) J > 0， in order to avoid collision of the Brownian particle at the origin. 
Such a differe凶 aleql川 ionas (1.6)， which involves random fluctuation term and drift 
term is called a stochαstic differeηtial equαtion (SDE). 

What is the origin of the repulsive force between the D-dimensional BM and the 

origin? Why BX (t) starting from a point X ヂodoes not want to return to the origin ? 

Why the strength of the outward drift is increasing in the dimension D > 1 ? 
There is no positive reason for BX (t) to avoid visiting the origin， since by defi五白fin凶1吋i

tion (υ1.4め)all components Bfi (い例tの)enjoy independent BMs. As the dimension of space D 

increases， however， the possibility ηot to visit the origin (or the fixed special point) in-
creases， since among D directions in the space only one direction is toward the origin (or 

the fixed special point) and other D -1 directions are orthogonal to it. If one know the 
second law of thermodynamics， which is also called the laω01 increαsing entropy， one will 
understand that we would like to say here that the repulsive force acting from the origin 

to the Bessel process is an 'entropy force'. (Note that the physical dimension of entropy 

[JjK] is different from that of force [Jjm].) Anyway， the important fact is that， while the 
variance (quadratic variation) of the standard BM is日xedas (dB(t))2 = dt for a given 

dt > 0， the strength of repulsive drift is increasing in D. Then， the return probability of 
XX (t)， x > 0 to the origin should be a decreasing function of D. 

Let p~D) (y Jx) be the transition probability density of the D-dimensional Bessel process 
We can show that， for any y εRhdD)(z) 三 p~D)(yJX) ， x > 0 solves the following partial 

di百erentialequation (PDE) 

θ (D){~\ 1θ2(D)D-1θ (D) 
-ut(z)=一「Lt(z)+一一一問 (x)θt -"[， ，-/ 2 ax“ 2x θz 

(1.7) 
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under the initial condition U6D
) (x) = 5(x -y)ぅ whichis called the bαckwαrd K olmogorov 

equαtion for the D-dunensional Bessel process. We can see clear correspondence between 
the SDE (1.6) and the PDE (1.7). As shown by (1.3)， the BM tennぅ dB(t)ぅ in(1.6) is 

mapped to the diffusion term (1/2)θ2U~D) (x)/θx2 in (1. 7). In (1. 7) the drift term is gi ven 
by using the spatial derivative δ/δx represe凶時 theoutward drift with the coe伍cient
(D -1)/2x correspo吋 ingto the factor (D -1)/(2XX(t)) of the second term in (1.6). The 
solution is given by 

p~D) (ylx) = 
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t>Oぅx>OぅU三Oう

t>Oぅx= O，y 三O (1.8) 

5(y-x)う t=Oぅ丸UどOう

where Iιν(μωz斗)i恒sthe modi併βedBeωS釘self1包l7ηnc切ct“的tω01η~ of the五r凶stki凶nddefi血nedby 

ι(Z) =会叫ん1+ν}(;)2W (1.9) 

with the gamn1a function f(z) fo
oo 
e-1γ -ldu， and the index v is specified by the 

dimension D as 

D-2 
v=ーす一 字今 D = 2(ν+ 1)・
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This fact that p~D)(ylx) is expressed by using Iv(z) gives the reason why the process XX(t) 
is called the Bessel process. 

When D = 3， v = 1/2 by (1.10)， and we can use the equality I1/2(Z) = J2/7fz sinh z = 
(eZ-e-Z)/ゾ27fz.Then (1.8) gives 
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for t > 0ぅx> O，y三0，where pt(ylx) is the transition probability density (1.1) of BM. If 
we put p~bS(ylx) = pt(ylx) -pt(yl -x)ぅwesee p~bS(Olx) = 0 for any x > 0ぅsinceBM is a 
symmetric process. 

As shown by Fig.2 ぅ p~bS(ylx)ぅZぅUどOぅ givesthe transition probability de凶 tyof the 
absorbing BM， in which an absorbing wall is put at the origin andうifthe Brownian particle 
starting from x > 0 arrives at the originう itis absorbed there and the motion is stopped. 
By absorptionう thetotallnass of paths from x > 0 to y > 0 is then reduced. The factor 

y / x appearing in (1.11) is for renormalization so that In~.+ p~汽ylx)dy = 1， ¥it > 0ぅ¥ix> O. 

We間 gardthis renormalization procedure from p~bs to p~3) as a transformation. Since x 
is a one-di悶 nsionalharmonic function in a rather trivial senseム(l)X= d2x/dx2 = 0ぅwe
say that the three-dimensional Bessel process is an harmonic transform (h-transform) of 
the oneか-dir悶I
between the th耐r了e閃e-d心lmen百閣S討ion凶凶叫a叫，1Bessel process and 'the one-d心in1ens剖ion凶叫a叫1BM conditioned to 
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Figure 2: (a) One realization of Brownian path from x > 0 to y > 0 is drawn (path A)， which 
visits the nonpositive region lR_三 {xεlR:x三O}.The path B is a mirror image of path A 

with respect to the origin x = 0ヲwhichis running from -xく oto-yく O.The五rsttime w hen 
the path B hits the origin is denoted by T. The path C is a combination of a part of path B up 

to time T and a part of path A after T such that it runs from -xく oto Y > O. There establishes 

bijection between path A and path C， which have the same weight as Brownian paths. Since 

the Brownian path A contributes to pt(ylx) and the Brownian path B does to pt(yl -x)， such 
a path from x > 0 to y > 0 visiting lR_ is cancelled in ptbS(ylx). (b) Each path， which does 
not visit 1R_， gives positive contribution to PtbS(ylx)， since in this case the weight of Brownian 

path A contributing to pt(ylx) is bigger than that of Brownian path C contributing pt(yl -x). 
In summary， ptbS(ylx) = pt(ylx) -Pt(ν1-x) gives the total weight of Brownian paths， which do 
not hit the origin and thus are not absorbed at the wall at the origin. 

x 

x
 

Figure 3: The one-dimensional BM visits the origin frequently. For a Brownian path starting 

from x > 0 (path A)， its mirror image with respect to the origin is drawn (path B)， which starts 
from -xく O.If we observe the motion only in the nonnegative region lR+， the superposition of 

Brownian paths A and B gives a path of a reflecting BM， where a reflecting wall is put at the 

ongln. 
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stαy positive'. We will discuss such equivalence of processes in 8ection 2 more detail. Here 
we p~t emphasize the fact that p~町Olx) = 0ぅvx > O. It rneans that the three-dimensional 
Bessel process does not visit the origin. When D = 3， the outward drift is strong enough 
to avoid any visit to the origin. Moreoverぅ wecan prove that for any x > 0ぅXX(t)→∞
as t →∞ w.p.1 and we say the process is transient. 

When D = 1ぅ v= -1/2 by (1.10) and we use the equality I-l/2(Z) = J2/7Tzcoshz = 
(eZ+e-Z)/♂7TZ. In this case (1.8) gives 

p~ 1) (ylx) = pt(ylx) + Pt(yl-x) (1.12 ) 

for t > 0ぅ爪UとO. As shown by Fig.3ぅ(1.12) n1eans the equivalence between the one-
dimensional Bessel process and 'the one-dI1nensional BM with a refiecting wall at the 
o均in'.This is of course a direct consequence of the definition of Bessel process (1. 5)， 
since it gives XX(t) = IBX(t) I in D = 1. The I1nportant fact is that the one-dimensional 
BM starting from xヂovisits the origin frequently and we say that the one-dI1nensional 
Bessel process is recurrent. (Ren1ark that in Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7)， the drift terms vanish 
when D = 1. 80 we have to aSSUlne the refiecting boundary condition at the origin when 

we discuss the one-dimensional Bessel process instead of the one-dI1nensional BM.) 
N ow the following question is addressed: At which din1ension the Bessel process 

changes its property froln recurrent to transient ? 
Before answering this questionうherewe would like to extend the setting of the question. 

Originally，七heBessel process was defined by (1.5) for D εN. We find thatぅ however，
the modified Bessel function (1.9) is an analytic function of v for all values of v. 80 we 
will be able to define the Bessel process for any positive value of dI1nension D > 0 as七he
diffusion process in Ia+ such that the transition probability density function is given by 
(1.8)ぅwherethe index v > -1 is determined by (1.10) for each value of D. (In the 8D Eう

(1.6)ぅweassun1e the refiecting boundary condition at the origin for 0く Dく 2.)Now we 
introduce an abbreviation BE8(D) for the D-dimensional Bessel process， D > 0 2. 

For BE8(D) starting frOln x > 0ぅdenoteits first visiting time at the origin by 

TX = inf{t > 0 : XX(t) = O}. (1.13 ) 

The answer of the above question is given by the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.1 (i) D三2 今 TX=∞，'v'x > 0，ω.p.l. 

2 Another cha1'acterization of BES(D) fo1' fractional dimensions D is given by the following. Let v E Ia 
and consider a BM with a constant drift v， BY(t) + vt， which starts from y E Ia at time t = O. The 
geometric BM with drift v is defined as exp(BY(t) +νt)うtどO.Fo1' each t三0，if we define random time 
change t I→At by 

A， = l' exp位叫X却p似 +判村吋叫叫Lν凶刈州/沼叫州S吋針)汁}白

thenイ1the following relation is established， 

XX(Ad = exp(Bt +νt)， t三0，

where XX(At) is the BES(D) with D = 2(ν+ 1) at time At starting from x = eY • The above formula is 
called Lαmperti 's relation [59， 88] 
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D=2 キ ~p.fXX(t) = 0， 'ilx > 0， w.p.1. 

t>O 

That is， BES(2) stαrting f7・omx > 0 does not visit the ong~n， but it cαn visitαηu 
neighbor of the origin. 

(iv) Dく 2 =キ TXく∞?VZ>Oy仰 .1，i. e. the process is recurrent. 

1.3 Bessel flow and Cardyうsformula 

In the previous subsection， we have de五nedthe BES(D) for positive continuous values of 

dimension D > 0 and studied dependence of the probability law of process on D. Theorem 
1.1 states that the two-dimension is a critical dimension， 

Dc = 2， 

for competition between the two e百'ectsacting the Bessel process， the 'random force' (the 
martingale term) and the 'entropy force' (the drift term) in (1.6) and (1.7): when D > Dc， 
the latter dominates the former and the process becomes transient， and when Dく Dc，
the former is relevant and recurrence to the origin of the process is realized frequently. 

Here we show that there is another critical dimension， 

-=- 3 
-'-'c 2 

In order to characterize the transition at Dc， we have to investigate dependence of the 
behavior of XX(t) on initial value x > O. We call the one-parameter family {XX(t)}x>o 
the Bessel βow for each五xedD > O. 

For 0く Z く y，we trace the motions of two BES(D)'S starting from x and y by solving 

(1.6) using the commoηBM， B(t)， t三0，

D -1 rt ds 
XX(t) = x + B(t) +一一一 j一一

2 ん XX(s)'

D -1 rt ds 
XY(t) = y + B(t)十一一一/一一一

2 んXX(s)'
t> O. 

By considering the coupling of the two processes， we can show that 

Z く U 主〉 XX(t)く XY(t)，tく TX w.p.1 

=二今 TX ::; TY w.p.1. 

The interesting fact is that in the intermediate fractional dimensions， Dcく D く Dc，
it is possible to see the coincide TX = TY even for xく y.See Fig.4. 

Theorem 1.2 For 0く Z く Uく∞y

(i) D三3/2 今 TXく TY ω.p.1.
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Figure 4: In the intermediate fractional dimensionsぅ3/2く D く 2ぅthereis a positive probability 
that two Bessel processes starting frOlTI different initial positionsう 0く Z く Uく∞ぅ returnto the 
origin simultaneouslぁTX= TY. 

(ii) 3/2く Dく 2 =今 P(TX= TY) > O. 

Theorem 1.2 (ii) is obtained by proving that， for 0く Z く Uく∞， 3/2く D く 2，the 

event 

∞
 

く
X

一の
の一
X

X
一中

戸
別

<

(1.14) 

occurs with positive probability. If (1.14) holds，ヨcく∞ s.t.XY(t)ざ (1+ c)XX(t)， 0く

tく TXand thus XX(t) = 0 =今川)=0=キ TX TY. We can co凶 rmthat the 

di百'erencebetween the event {TX = TY} and the event (1.14) has probability zero (see 
Section 1.10 in [60]). 

A striking fact is the following exact formula: for 3/2く D く 2うOく Zく Uく∞ぅ

F(D -1(y-x¥2D-3 

P (TX = TY) = 1 -n1...11¥ 川竹川 n、(~)
¥ y ) 

XF(2D一件山一 1);午)， (1.15) 

where F(α，s， ，; z) is Gαuss' hypergeometric function 
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with the Pochhanlmer symbol (C)i = c(c + 1)・・・ (c+ i -1). If we set D = 5/3う (1.15) 
becomes a version of exact formula for a physical quantity called 'crossing probability' that 

Cardy derived in a critical percolation model [10， 11]. Ca吋y'sfornlula has been extended 

in the context of SLE (see Section 6.7 of [60])う but1 think that this exact formula for the 

Bessel fiow can be also called Cαrdy's formula. 
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Figure 5: A schematic picture of 'SLE :flow' on JHI¥{O} for D > 2. 

1.4 Schramm-Loewner evolution (SLE) as complexification of 

Bessel flow 

N ow we consider an extension of the Bessel flow XX (-t) de五nedon JR+ to flow on the 
uppe山 alfcomplex-plane回 ={z = x+ゾゴν:x E JR， y > O} and its boundaryθ四 =JR. 
We set ZZ(t) = XZ(t) + yCIYZ(t)ε百¥{O}=回 uJR¥{O}， t三oand complexificate 

(1.6) as 

D -1 dt 
dZZ(t)ニ dB(t)十一一一一一? 日 [0，∞)

2 zz(t) 
(1.16) 

with the initial condition 

ZZ(O) = z = x + Hyε百¥{O}.

The crucial point of this complexi五cationof the Bessel flow is that the BM remains real. 
Then， there is asymmetry between the real part and the imaginary part of the flow in阻?

D-1 XZ(t) 
dXZ(t) = dB(t) +一一/ パ ¥ 円 / …¥-;)dt，

2 (Xz( 

D-1 YZ(t) 
dyZ(t) =一一 ， -/ " ，~ dt. 

2 (xz(t))2 + (yz(t))2 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

Assume D > 1. Then as indicated by the minus sign in the RHS of (1.17)， the flow is 
downward in回. If the flow goes down and arrives at the real axis， the imaginary part 
vanishes， YZ(t) = 0， and Eq.(1.17) is reduced to be the same equation as Eq.(1.6) for the 
BES(D)， which is now considered for JR ¥{O}. If D > 2， by Theorem 1.1 (ii)， the flow on 
JR¥{O} is asymptotically outward， XX→士∞ ast →∞. Therefore， the flow on IHI will be 
described as shown by Fig.5. The behavior of flow should be， however， more complicated 
when Dc = 3/2く Dく Dcand 1く Dく Dc.
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For Z εE  ¥{O}ぅt三0，let 3 

gt(Z) = ZZ(t) -B(t). 

Then， Eq.(1.16) is written as follows: 

d "D-1  1 :，gt(Z) =一一 1¥ ~/，\' t三Oうdt ;:} ~ ¥ ~ / 2 gt ( z) + B ( t ) 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 

with the initial condition go(z) = z ε日¥{O}.For each z ε日¥{O}，set 

TZ = inf{t > 0 : gt(z) + B(t) = O}う(1.21)

then the solution of Eq.(1.20) exists up to tin1e TZ. For t三owe put 

Ht = {zε日 :TZ > t} (1.22) 

This ordinary differe凶 alequation (1.20) involving the BM is nothing but the cele-
brated SchramrルLoewnerevolution (SLE) [77ぅ60].For each tどOぅthesolution gt(z) of 
(1.20) gives a u山I口n凶11同qu問l児ec∞onぱfおorma叫alt即

g仇似tバ(ヤωz斗): Ht→日ぅ conformal 

such that 
α(t) ， m ( ¥  

gt(Z) = Z +一一+eJ ( I _~I ') )， Z→∞ ¥IzI2 )う

D-1 
α(t) =ーす-t

N ote that the inverse map g; 1 from日toHt， t どOぅ isalso conforn1al. For each t 三Oぅ

there exists a limit 

with 

γ(t)=JizHgfl(z-B(t))ぅ (1.23) 

and using basic properties of BM， we can prove thatγ=γ[0ぅ∞)三 {γ(t): t ε[0ぅ∞)}ε 田

is a continuous path w.p.1 running from γ(0) = 0 toγ(∞)=∞ [74]. The pathγobtained 
fro1u the SLE with the para1ueter D > 1 is called the SLE(D) pαth 4. 

The dependence on D of the Bessel fiow given by Theoren1s 1.1 and 1.2 is n1apped to 
the feature of the SLE(D) paths such that there are three phases. 

3Since BX(t)，XX(t) and ZZ(t) are stochastic processes， they are∞nsidered as functions of time tとOぅ

where the initial values x and z are put邸 superscripts(B(t)三 BO( t) ). On the other handぅasexplained 
below， gt is considered邸 a∞nformal transfonnation from a domain Ht c IHI to日う andthus it is described 
as a function of z εHt; gt(z)ぅwheretime t is a parameter and put as a subscript. 

4Usual parameters used for the SLE areκ = 4/(D -1) [77] or α= (D -1)/2 = 2/κ[60]. If we set 
gt(Z) = v倍以Z)叩 dB(t) = -W(t) in (1.20)， we have the equa七ionin the form [77]， 

J15t(z)= 
deJC\~' -gt(z) -.jKW(t)" 

Note that .jKW(t) has the same distribution wi七hB(κt)， which is a time change t 1--+ fd of the on← 
dimensional standard BM. 1n SLE， the Loewner chain for日isdriven by a one-dimensional BM， which is 
speeded up (or slowed down) by factor κ∞mpared with the standard one. (The parameter κis regarded 
as the diffusion constant.) 
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Figure 6: (a) When D三2，the SLE(D) path is simple. (b) By 9t， the SLE(D) path is erased from 
IHI. The tip of the SLE(D) path γ(t) is mapped to 9t(γ(t)) = -B(t)εIR. The flow associated by 
thus conformal transformation is shown by arrows. 

[phase 1] When D三Dc= 2， the SLE(D) path is a simple c匂仰e，i.e.，γ(3)ヂγ(t)for 

any 0三Sヂtく∞， and γ(0，∞)ε 回 (i.e.，γ(0，∞)内IR=日).In this phase， 

Ht =日¥γ(0，t]， tミO.

For each t三0，gt gives a map， which conformally erases a simple curve γ(0， t] from 

日う andthe image of the tip γ(t) of the SLE path is -B(t)εIR=θ日 asgiven 

by (1.23). As shown by Fig.6， it implies tl川 the'SLE flow' in日 isdownward in 

the vertical (imaginary-axis) direction and outward from the position -B(t) in the 

horizontal (real-axis) direction. Since ZZ(t) = gt(z) + B(t) by (1.19)， if we shift 
this figure by B(t)， we will have the similar picture to Fig.5 for the complexificated 
version of Bessel flow for D > 2. 

[phase 2] When万c= 3/2く D く Dc= 2， the SLE(D) path can osculate the real axis， 
P(γ(0， t] n IRチ日)> 0ぅVt> O. Fig.7 (a) illustrates the moment t > 0 such that the 

tip of SLE(D) path just osculates the real axis. The closed region encircled by the 

path γゅうの andthe line [r(t)，O]εIR is called an Sヲ'LEh口ωt匂ull
b匂yK凡t.In this phase 

Ht二日 ¥Kt， t三O.

That is， gt (z) is a map which erases conformally the SLE hull from日.We can think 

that by this transformation all the points in Kt are simultaneously mapped to a 

singlepoint -B(t)εIR， which is the image of the tip γ(t). (We say that the hull Kt 
lS Sωαlloωed. See Fig.7 (b).) By definition (1.22)， the moment when Kt =日¥Ht
is swallowed is the time TZ at which the equality ZZ (t)二 gt(Z)+ B(t) = 0 holds 
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gt(y(t)) = -B(t) 
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Figure 7: (a) When 3/2く Dく 2，the SLE(D) path can oscu1ate the rea1 axis. The SLE hull 
is denoted by Kt. (b) The SLE hull Kt is swallowed. It means that all the points in Kt are 
simu1taneous1y lna卯 edto a si時 1epoint -B(t)εIRぅwhichis the in1age of the tip of the SLE(D) 
path γ(t) • 

Vzε Kt. (Then the RHS of (1.20) diverges and all the points z εJ<t are 10st fro1n 

the dOlnain of the lnap gt・)Theorem 1.2 (ii) states thatぅ whenDcく D く Dc，two 
BES(D) starting fron1 di百'erentpoints 0く Z く Uく∞ cansIlnu1taneous1y return to 

the origin. 1n七hecOlnp1exificated versionぅ allZZ (t) starti時 fromz εKt can arrive 
at the origin sIlnu1taneous1y (ιι う theyare all swallowed). 

Oscu1ation of the SLE path with IR lneans that the SLE path has 100ps. Figure 
8 (a) shows the event that the SLE path lnakes a 100p at tIlne t > O. The SLE 
hull J<t consists of the closed region encircled by the 100p and the segn1ent of the 
SLE path between the origin and the oscu1ating pointう andit is comp1ete1y erased 

by the conforn1a1 transformation gt to日 asshown by Fig.8(b). Let 0く Sく tand 
consider the lnap gs， which is the sol凶 onof (1.20) at time s. Assun1e thatγ(s) is 
10cated on the 100p part ofγ[0， t] as shown by Fig.8(a). The segn1ent γ[0， s] of the 
SLE path is mapped by gs to a part of IR. Sinceγ(t) oscu1ates a point inγ[0ぅs]， its 

unage gs(γ(t)) shou1d oscu1ate the rea1 axis IR a邸ssI 
unique1y detern1ined f:仕'ron1gSl the above argun1ent can be reversed. Then equiva1ence 
between oscu1ation of the SLE path with IR and se1f-intersection of the SLE pa七his 

concluded. 1n this intern1ediate phase Dcく Dく Dcう

SLE(D) path γis self-intersecting，αnd 

U Kt = lHI but γ[0ぅ∞)n lHIチ日 w.p.l
t>u 

[phase 3] When 1く D三Dc= 3/2， Theoren1 1.2 (i) states for the Besse1 flow that 
the ordering TXく TYis conserved for any 0く Z く U・Itin1plies that in this phase 
the SLE path shou1d be a spαce-filling curυe; 

γ[0ぅ∞)= lHI. 
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Figure 8: The event that the SLE(D) path osculates R is equivalent with the event that the 
SLE(D) path makes a loop. 

(Otherwise， swallow of regions occurs， contradicting Theorem 1.2 (i).) 

Figure 9 summarizes the three phases of SLE paths. 
By complexification of Bessel fiow， we can discuss fiows on a two【 dimensionalplane四.

By this procedure random curves (the SLE paths) are generated in the plane. The SLE 

paths are fractal curves and their Hα仰T匂ω』必sd幼do併rffd必irr附

[1山1].We note that a reciprocity relation is found between D and dif); 

(D一仰F)-1)=jpD三Dc=; (1.24) 

(In the phase 3， D三万c= 3/2， dif)三 2.)
Remark that the SLE map γt as well as the SLE path γare functionals of the BM. 

Therefore， we have statistical ensembles of random curves {γ} in the probability space 
(O，:F， P). The important consequence from the facts that the BM is a strong Markov 
process with independent increments and gt gives a conformal transformation is that 

the statistics of {γ} hωa kind of stationary Markov property (called the domain Mαrkov 
property) and conformαlinvαriance with respect to transformation of the domain in which 

the SLE path γis de五ned[60]. 
The highlight of the theory of SLE would be that， if the value D is properly chosen， 

the statistics of {γ} realizes that of the scaling limit of important statistical mechanics 
model exhibiting critical phenomenαand fractal structures defined on an in五nitediscrete 
lattice. The following is a list of the correspondence between the SLE(D) paths with 

speci五edvalues of D and the scaling limits of models studied in statistical mechanics and 
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Figure 9: Schenlatic pictures of SLE(D) paths in (a) phase 1 (D三 Dc= 2)ぅ (b)phase 2 

(Dc = 3/2く Dく Dc= 2)ぅ and(c) phase 3 (1く D三Dc= 3/2). 

fractal physics 5. 

SLE(3j2) や=今

SLE(5j3) や=キ

SLE(2) や=今

SLE(7j3) 牛===}

SLE(5j2) や===?

SLE(3) 牛=ヰ〉

unifonn spanning tree [62] 

critical percolation model 

(percolation exploration process) [80] 

Gaussian free surface lnodel (contour line) [け78司l 
critical Is凶ir時 model(Isir時:

self-avoiding walk [ドC∞on吋jec七ur閃吋e] 
loop-erased random walk [62] 

1.5 Dyson冶 BMmodel as multivariate extension of Bessel pro-

cess 

Here we consider stochastic n10tion of two particles (X 1 (t)ぅX2 ( t)) in one dimension ra 
satisちringthe following SDEs， 

s dt 
dX1(t) = dB1(t)十一

2 X1(t) -

s dt 
dX2(t) = dB2(t) +ー/パ ....r Iパ t三Oう

2X 
(1.25) 

5SLE(D) has a special property called the restriction property iff D = 5/2 (κ= 8/3). It is well-kωw 
that the self-avoiding walk (SAW) model， which has been studied as a model for polymers， h邸 this
property. The conformal invariance of the scaling limit of SAW is， howeverぅ notyet proved. If it is 
proved， the equivalence in probability law between the scaling limit of SAW and the SLE(5/2) path will 
be concluded. 
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with the initial condition X1 (0)く X2(0)，where B1 (t) and B2(t) are independent one-
dimensional standard BMs and s > 0 is a 'coupling constant' of the two particles. 

The second terms in (1.25) represent the repulsive force acting between two particles， 
which is proportional to the inverse of distance X2(t) -X1 (t) of the two particles. 
Since it is a central force (i. e.， depending only on distance， and thus symmetric for 
two particles)， the 'center of mass' Xc(t)三 (X2(t)+ X1(t))j2 is proportional to a BM; 

Xc(t) ~ B(t)jV2主B(tj2)，Vt ~ 0ぅ whereB(t) is a one-dimensional standard BM diι 

fere凶 fromB1(t) and B2(t) and the symbol ~ denotes the equivalence in distribution. 
(Note that variance (quadratic variation) (dXc(t))2 = {(dB1(t) + dB2(t))j2}2 = dtj2， 
since (dB1(t))2 = (dB2(t))2 = dt and dB1(t)dB2(t) = 0.) On the other hand， we can see 
that the relative coordinate defined by Xr (t)三 (X2(t)-X1(t))jV2 satisfies the SDE 

~f.\ • s dt 
dXr(t) = dB(t) +一一一 t~ 0， 

2 Xr(t) 

where B(t) is a BM different from B1 (t)ぅB2(t)，B(t). It is nothing but the SDE for BES(D) 
with D = s + 1. 

Dyson [16] introduced N-particle systems of interacti時 BMsin R as a solution X(t) = 
(X1(t)， X2(t)， ・・ ，XN(t))of the following system of SDEs， 

庁~ dt 
dXi(t) = dBi(t) +去 ) "'7 (ハ "'7 (_，_い t ε (0，ア)， i = 1，2， ・・ ，N，

l~j~N:jヲ肖

where {Bi(t) }i:1 are independent one-dimensional standard BMs and we defin 

σij = inf{ tどo: Xi(t)ヂXj(t)}，

ηj = inf{t >的j: Xi(t) = Xj(t)}， 

ア m1n Ti-i. 

1 三i<j~N

1 :::; iく j:::;N， 

1 :::; iく j三N，

(1.26) 

It is called Dyson's BM model with parameter s [65， 22]. As shown above， the N = 2 
case of Dyso山 BMmodel is a coordinate transformation of the pair of a (time-change 
of) BM and BES(β+ 1) In this sense， Dyso凶 BMmodel can be regarded as a multivariate 
(multi-dimensional) extension of BES (β+1)， s > 0 6. In particular， we will characterIze 
Dyson's BM model with s = 2 as an extension of the three-dimensional Bessel process， 
BES(3)う inSection 2. 

2 Two aspects of the Dyson model 

In this section， we study the special case of Dyson's BM model with parameter β=  2. 
We call this special case simply the Dysoη model [48]. As shown above， the case s = 
2 corresponds to the case D 3 of Bessel process. In Sect.1.2， we have shown that 
BES(3) has two aspects; (Aspect 1) as a radial coordinate of three-dimensional BM， and 
(Aspect 2) as a one-dimensional BM conditioned to stay positive. We show that the 
Dyson model inherits these two aspects from BES(3) [47] 

6We can prove that T <∞for s < 1 and T =∞for s三1[73]. The critical value sc = 1 corresponds 
to Dc = 2 of BES(D). 
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2.1 The Dyson model as eigenvalue process 

Dyson i凶roducedthe process (1.26) with s = 1，2， and 4 as the eigenvalue processes of 

matrix-valued BMs in the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE)，七heGaussian unitary 

ensemble (GUE)， and the Gaussian symplectic ensen1ble (GSE) [16， 65， 22] 7. 
For s = 2 with given N εN， we prepare N-tuples of one-dimensional standard 

BMs {Bfii}ムヲ eachof which starts fron1 XiεRぅ N(N-1)/2-tuples of pairs of BMs 

{BijぅBij}凶 <j5:N，all of which start from the originぅwherethe totally N +2xN(N -1)/2 = 
N2 BMs are independent from each other. Then consider an N x N Hermitian-matrix-
valued BM 8. 

Bf{ (t) 
B12(t) +ゾコB12(t) B1N(t) + jゴB1N(t)

ゾE
B2N(t)十JゾE三IB2N(t)B12(t) -jコB12(t)

B~i (t) ?伊(t)= I v'2 v'2 

BIN(t) -jコB1N(t) B2N(t)一〉亡IB2N(t)
B'f/N (t) 

v'2 d 

By this definition， the initial state of this BM is given by the diagonal matrix 

冗お(0)= diag(Xl， X2ぅa ・・ぅ XN).

We assume Xl :::; X2 :::;・・・三 XN.

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Rβlnernber that when we introduced BES(D) in Sect.1.2ぅwecむnsideredthe D-dimensional 

vector-valued BM， (1.4)， by preparing D-tuples of i凶 ependentone-dimensional st釦 dard

BMs for its elements. Since the dimension of the space 日(N)of N x N Hermitian matrices 
is dim H(N) = N2， we need N2 independent BMs for elements to describe a BM in this 

space H(N). 
Corresponding to calculating an absolute value of BX (t)ぅbywhich BES(D) was intro-

duced as (1.5)ぅherewe calculate eigenvalues of冗お(t).For any t三Oぅthereis a family of 

N x N unitary matrices {U(t)} which diagonalize冗お(t)ぅ

U(t)*冗お(t)U(t)= diag(入1(t)， .・・ぅ入N(t))ぅ tとO.

Let W会bethe Weyl chan1ber of type AN-1 defined by 

W会三 {X= (Xl，X2ぅ・川町)ε ]RN: Xlくぬく・・・く XN}.

If we I1npose the condition入(t)三(入l(t)，...， AN(t))ε Wふt三Oぅ U(t)is uniquely 

detennined. 

7Precisely speaking， Dyson considered the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes of eigenvalues such七hatas 
stationary states they have the eigenvalue dis七ribu七ionsof r出ldommatrices in GOE， GUE， and GSE. 
Here we consider matrix-valued BMsぅsovariances increase in proportion to time t 三O.

81n usual Gaussian random matrix ensemblesぅmeanis assumed七obe zero. The corresponding matrix-
valued BM are then consid町 edto be started from a zero matrix， i. e.， Xiニ 0，1三t三NIn (2.2). 1n random 
matrix theoryぅgeneralcase with n∞on-
matrices In an ex同 nalsource' (see， fo1' example， [5]). 針。mthe view pOInt of stochastic p1'ocesses， 
ImposIng external sources to b1'eak symmetry of the system co1'responds to changing initial state‘ 
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For each t三0， ん(t)，l三4三N are functionals of {Bfii(t)， Bij(t)， Bij}1~iくだN ， and 
then， again we can apply Itoうsformula to take into account propagation of error correctly 

to derive SDEs for the eigenvalue process入(t)，t三o[7，8，41]. The result is the following， 

'""' dt 
) 'f_L¥' f_L¥' t ε(0，∞)， i = 1，2ぃ・・ ，N，
51jJt(t)一入j(t) ， 

d入i(t)= dBfi (t) + (2.3) 

where {Bfi }~1 are ingependent BM different from the BMs used to define 7伊 (t)by 

(2.1). It is indeed the s = 2 case of (1.26) as derived by Dyson (originally not by such a 
stochastic calculus but by applying the perturbation theory in quantum mechanics) [16]. 

N ow the correspondence is summarized as follows. 

[Aspect 1] 
BES(3) 牛=今 radialcoordinate of 

D = 3 vector-valued BM 

the Dyson model 字二今 eigenvalue process of 
with N particles N x N Hermitian-matrix-valued BM 

2.2 The Dyson model as noncolliding BM  

Here we try to extend the formula (1.11) for BES(3) to multivariate versions. 
First we consider a set of two operatio眠 identity(σ1 = id) and refiection (σ2 = ref)， 

such that for X εR，σ1(X) = X and σ2(X) = -x， and signatures are given as sg叫σ1)= 1 
and sg叫σ2)= -1， respectively. Then we have 

pアS(ylx)= 玄 sgn(σ)Pt(YIσ(x))， t~O， x，y，εR. (2.4) 
σε{id，ref} 

Next we consider a set of all permutations of N indices {1，2，・ ，N}，which is denoted 
by S N， and put the following multivariate function 

N 

さsgn(σ)EPt(Uσ(i)IXi) =必 N[Pt (Yi IXj)] (2.5) 

of X = (x}，. • • ，XN)εW会andX = (Y1 ぃ・ • ，YN)εW会witha parameter t三O.Following 
the argument by Karlin and McGregor [34]， we can prove that this determinant gives 
the transition probability density with duration t from the state X to the state y of N-

dimensional absorbing BM， BX (t) = (Bfl (t) ， ・・・ ， B~(t))， in a domain W丸in which 
absorbing walls are put at the boundaries of W会 Sincethe boundaries of W会arethe 
hyperplanes Xi = Xj， 1三iく j三l¥人theBrownian particle BX(t) is annihilated， when any 
coincidence of the values of coordinates of BX (t) occurs. The 'survival probability' that 
the BM is not yet absorbed at the boundary is a monotonically decreasing function of time. 
If we regard the i-th coordinate B.ア(t)as the position of付 hparticle on R， 1三t三N，the 
state X εW会isconsidered七orepresent a cor向 urationof N particles on R such that a 
strict ordering X1くX2く・・・く XNof positions is maintained， while the state absorbed at 
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the boundary，ぉ εθW会， is a configuration in which collision occurs between some pair of 
neighboring pairs of particles; 1三ヨ i~ N-1ぅs.t.Xi = Xi+1・Sinceif such collision occurs， 
the process is totally annihilated， this many-particle system is called viciousωαlker model 
[20う 57，32， 38， 33， 12]. 

As already noted below Eq.(1.11)，九1(x) = X is a harmonic function in (0，∞) condi-
tionedゆ(0)= O. Similarly， if we consider a r.町nlonicfunction of N variables 

N ~2 

~(N)hN(æ) 三芸品fN(Z)=O (2.6) 

conditioned hN(x) = 0うヲ εθW会， we will have the following product 0] differences 

hN(a) = II (Xj一叫 (2.7) 

which is ide凶 fiedwith the 11(αndermonde determinant det凶，j~N[X{-l]. 
Conlbining above consideration， we put the following function 

N(Y) _1-L r__ (_ 1__ ¥1 
pf(yla) = 一一一 1~~.. Ipt(Yilx.i) Iう t>Oう おう Uεw会.hN(a) l~i，j~N L1-'t¥.'1?，..vJJ J' v::"" 

(2.8) 

WecaIエr山 :

walker model (the absorbing BM in W会)to compensate any decay of total mass of the 
process by collision (by absorption atθWれ a凶 that(2.8) gives the transition probability 
density function for the N-particle system of one-dinlensional Bl¥lIs conditioned never to 
ωlideωith eαch other ]or，ωer (which we sinlply call the noncolliding BM) [25う 38，39].

Moreover， by using the harrr削lIcity(2.6)う wecan confirm that (2.8) satis五esthe 
following partial di百eren七ialequation， 

~ 1θ  
-pf(ulz)=ーム(N)pf(yla) + デ一一一-d(u|z)θtL

!- 'V  I -/ 2 ム-' X. - Xィθぁ
l~i手j~N --J ---. 

(2.9) 

with the initial condition p~ (yla) = 5(y -a) = rr:1 5(Yi -Xi) [38]. It can be regarded 
as the backward Kohnogorov equa七ionof the stochas七icprocess wi七hN particlesう X(t)= 
(X1(t)ぅ・・・ ，XN(t))ぅwhichsolves the system of SDEs， 

~ dt 
dXi(t) = dBfi(t) + ): v ω vιぃ t ε (0ぅ∞)ぅ i = 1，2，・ぺN. (2.10) 

l~j三N:jtfi

Eq.(2.10) is ide凶ifiedwith the s = 2 case of (1.26). Then the equivalence between 
the Dyson model and the noncolliding BM is proved. 

The result is summarized as follows. 

[Aspect 2] 
BES(3) 宇中 h-transformof absorbing BM in (0ぅ∞)

牛二} Bl¥A conditioned to stay positive 

the Dyson lnodel白川ransfornユof伽 orbingBM in W会
牛二今 noncolliding BM 

つUO
O
 



The fact that BES(3) and the Dyson model have two aspects implies useful relation 

between projection from higher dimensional spaces and restriction by imposing condi-

tions. For matrix-valued processes， projection is performed by integration over irrelevant 
components， and noncolliding conditions are generally expressed by the Karlin-McGregor 
determinants. The processes discussed here are temporally homogeneous ones， but we can 
also discuss two aspects of temporally inhomogeneous processes. Actually， we have shown 
that， from the fact that the temporally inhomogeneous version of noncolliding BM has 
the two aspects， the Harish-Chand時 Itzyksonふ

バ(N)dU閃(ーが(i¥x一川吋=J山)1J，MPt(Ut|吋 (2川

σ2 > 0， where dU denotes the Haar measure of U(N) normalized as JU(N) dU = 1， i¥x = 

diag(引い・・ ，XN)ぅi¥y= diag(Yl，・・・，YN) with x， y εw~ ， and CN = (2π)N/2 n~l r( i) 
[40] 9. 

3 Determinantal processes and entire functions 

3.1 Aspect 2 of the Dyson model 

As Aspect 2， the Dyson model is constructed as the h-transform of the absorbing BM in 

w会 Theぱ 0民 atany positive time t > 0 the ∞n日gurationis given as an element of 
羽T~.

N' 

X(t) = (X1(t)，X2(t)ぅ・ ，XN(t))εwふ t>0， (3.1) 

and there is no multiple point at which coincidence of particle positions， Xi (t) = Xj (t)， iヂ
ムoccurs. That is， the Dyson model is equivalent with the noncolliding BJ¥!I. We can 

consider the Dyson model， however， starting from initial configurations with multiple 
points. In order to describe configurations with multiple points， we represent each particle 
configuration by a sum of delta measures in the form 

と(.)=玄九(-)ぅ t三O (3.2) 

with a sequence of points in 1R.， x = (Xi)促ll，where IT is a countable index set. Here for 

yε 1R.， 6y (・)denotes the delta measure such that ゐ(X)= 1 for X = Y and ゐ(X)= 0 

otherwise. Then， for (3.2)叩 dA c 1R.，と(A)三んと(dx)= L::iEll:xiEA1 = U{Xi: XiεA} 
If the total number of particles N is五日iteう IT = {1う2，・・・ヲN}，but we would like to also 
consider the cases with N =∞. We call measures of the form (3.2) satisfying the condition 
c(K)く∞ forany compact subset K c 1R. nonnegative integer-valued Radon measures 

on 1R. and write the space of them as勿tThe set of con五gurationswithout multiple point 

is denoted by 9]10 = {と ε飢:ご({x})三1，'17'X ε1R.}. There is a trivial correspondence 

between W会and9]10 

9We can apply the present argument also for processes associated with Weyl chambers of other types. 
See [49，41]. 
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First we assumeご=乞促][dXi ε9J10，と(Ja)= N εN and consider the Dyson model as 
an 9J1o-valued diffusion processう

3(t，.) = L dXi(t)(')， t三0， (3.3) 
zεE 

starting from the initial configuration乙whereX(t) = (X1(t)ぅ・・・ ，XN(t)) is the solution 
of (2.10) under the initial configuration X = (引い・川内)εW会Wewrite the process as 
(3( t)， pc) and express the expec七ationwith respect toもheprobability law pc of the Dyson 

model by ]Ec[.]. We i山~oduce a五ltration{F(t)}促 [0，00)on the space of continuous paths 
C([仏∞)→飢)defined by F(t) =σ(3(s)，s ε[0， t])， whereσdenotes the sign1a field. 

Then we in凶凶trod山 e a sequence of ir凶 ependen凶ton問eか-din悶r工，ぐ:

(Bfi(収ωtの)リ)i促ε引][， t とo and write the expectation with respect to th61n 乱邸sEお[ト.]卜. 
Let lw会(X)= 1 if X E W会andlw会(X)= 0 otherwise. Then Aspect 2 of the Dyson 

model is expressed by the following equality; for any 0く tく T く∞ぅ anysymmetric 
function g on Ja Nう

r _( r>>(L¥¥; (r>>IL¥¥ IhN(B(t))ll 
]EC[g(X(t))] = EX Ig(B(t))lw~，(B(t)) II"l~\~_:~JJII L.:1'-'-II-WN'-'-1I hN(x) J (3.4) 

where we have assun1ed the relations c = L:iε][ dXi E 9J10，と(Ja)= N εNぅX=(X1，...，XN)ε
W会and(3.3). Note that the indicator lw会(B ( t )) in the RHS annihilates the B MぅB(t)ぅ

if it hits any boundary of the Weyl chamber，δWふandthe factor IhN(B(t))I/hN(x) per-
forms the h-transform of 1neasure for Brownian paths. That is， the RHS of (3.4) indeed 
gives the expectation of g with respect to the process obtained by the h-transform of the 
absorbing BM in W会

If we apply the Karlin-McGregor detern1inantal forn1ula (see (2.5))う

|ゃ IhN(B(t))11
(RHS)ニ EX

1ち---.， sgn(σ)lw~， (σ(B(t)))g(B(t)) II"l~\~_\:JJI 1 
I_~ -0--'-/-WN'-，-'-///.:1 ，-，-// hN(x) 
LσεSN-"'--'  J 

where we recall the definition of detenninant and let σ(B(t)) = (Bσ(1)ヲ・・・ 3σ(N))ぅσε 

SN・ Since hN(x) is a product of di旺erencesぅ乞σεSNsgn(σ)lw会(σ(B(t)))lhN(B(t))1= 

乞σεSNlwぉ(σ(B(t)))hN(B(t))= hN(B(t))ぅ andthen (3.4) is sIlnply written邸

ぉ r_.1 n(L¥¥ hN(B(t)) 1 
]EC[g(X(t))] = EX Ig(B(t))'''l~\~_\:JJ 1. (3.5) 

L.:1'-'~1I hN(x) J 

In the LHS of (3.5) we should note that the Dyson 1nodel is an interacting particle 
system such that between any pair of particles a long-range repulsive force acts. Strength 
of the two-body repulsive force is exactly proportional to the inverse of distance between 

two particles and thus it diverges as the distance goes to zero. By this strong repulsion， 
any collision of par七iclesis prevented. On the other ha凶う inthe RHS of (3.5)ぅindependent
BMs are considered. When we calculate the expecta七ionof a function g of them， howeverう

we have to put extra weight hN(B(t))/hN(x) to their paths. Since if IBj(t) -Bi(t)1一→ O
for any i -=F jう thisweight becomes zeroぅ againany collision of particle is prevented. An 
important point of the Karlin-McGregor formula is that this weight for paths is signedう

i.e.， it can be positive a且dnegative. Thereforeぅ allparticle configurations realized by 
intersections of paths in the 1+1 spatio-temporal plane are completely cancelled. 
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3.2 Complex BM  representation 

Now we consider complexification of the expression (3.5) [48]. For each Bfi (t)， iεIT， we 
introduce an independent one-dimensional BM starting from the origin， Bi(t)， and define 
a complex BM as Zi(t) = Bi(t)+ゾゴBi(t)，任 IT.If we write七heexpectation with respect 

to {Bi(t)hElI as E[.] and define EX = EX 0 E， we can confirm that the RHS of (3.5) can 
be replaced by 

叫附h叩22]， (3.6) 

where Z(t) = (Zi(t))倒・

A key lemma of our七heory[48] is the following identity; for ぉ =(Xlγ ・・ ，XN)εW会?
Z = (Zl，' .・，ZN)εclV?

hN(z) _1-.'- f;F..x.(_ J 
一一一=. _~~~u I貯 (Zj)I ， hN(沼) 凶必NL~ç\~J/J

where 

め )=zel{u}c(1一日) (3.7) 

for c =玄促II6Xi ε9)10 and supp c三 {XεJR:ご({x}) > O}. The function 匂(Z)has 
an expression of the Weierstrlαss cαηonicαl product ωith geη匂szero. Then， it is an entire 
function with zeros at supp c n {u}C (see， for example， [64， 69]) 

If we apply this identity to (3.6)， we have quantities φei (Zj (t))， i， jε 1I， which are 
conformal transforms of independent complex BMs， Zj (t)， jεIT. Since complex BM is 

conformal invariant， each Çþ~i(Zj(t)) is a time change of a complex B1Vl， Zj(・).Then the 
average is conserved， 

EX [φ~(Zj(t))] = EX [争~(Zj(T)) ]， 0 ~V t三Tく∞3 (3.8) 

that is， {φ~(Zj (t))}jεII are independent coηformαl locαlmα付仇gales(see， for example， 
Section V.2 of [72]). 

Let 0く tく Tく∞.Then for any F(t)-measurable function F in the continuous path 

space C([O，∞)→9)1)， we have the equality 

百[F(三(日a[F (~?Bi()) 加[々(Zj(T) (3.9) 

N ow it is claimed that any observables of the Dyson model is calculated by a system of 

independent complex BMs， whose paths are weighted by a multivariate complex function 
deti ，jElI[Çþ~i(Zj(T))]， which is a conformal local martingale. We call (3.9) the 'complex 
BM representation' of the Dyson model [48]. 
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3.3 Determinantal process with an infinite number of particles 

For a configurationごε9Jt， we write the restriction of configuration in A c lR as (e n 
A)(・)= ~iEJI:XiEA 6Xi (・)， a shift of configuration by u εlR as Tue(・)=乞任JI6Xi+寸)ぅ anda 

square of configuration asと但)(・)=乞促J4(・)ぅ respectively.Let Oo(lR) be the set of all 
continuous real-valued functions with con1pact supports. 

For any i凶egerM εNうasequence of tin1es t = {t1， t2，・..，tM} with 0くれく・・・く
tMくTく∞， and a sequence of functions 1 = (ムうんい・けんM)ε 00(lR) M， the moment 
generati旬 functionof multitime distribution of (2(t)， JtTc) is defined by 

吟[/]== lE (3.10) 

From the fact that {φe(Zj(t)) }jEJI are independe凶 conforn1allocal martingale with 

the property (3.8)う

EX
判$ぺ[ド片争句狩ei(勾(T))リ]= EX

[伊険φq狩;?4( Z叩馴jバ刈刈(仰例0的)

一争ei(x勾jけ)= 6ijの VTどO.

Moreover， we can see that the following property holds for the determinan七alweight in 
the con1plex BM representation (3.9). Let [' be a subset of the index set [ and assun1e 
that a function f depends on Bi (t)， iε['， but does not on Bj(t)，jε[¥['，0くtくTく∞.
Then 

EX I f ( { Bi ( t ) }矧，)~~~同~i(Zj(T))] I = EX
' I f( {Bi( t) hEJI') .~~~JÇp~i (Zj (t))] Iう (3.11) 1-，~ -" ~ ---'i，jEJI" ." ， ...' ，，-I 1- ，~ -" ~ ---， i，jEJI' 、|

where EX
' [ . ] denotes the expectation with respect to {Bfi (t) }促ド Letごε9Jtoand 

[{C(s，x;t，y) = Iご(抑制υ)I dωPt(ω10)特(y+日 ω)
JlRI. JlRI. 

-1(s > t)Ps-t(xly)， (s， t)ε(0，∞)2ぅ (x，y)εlR2， (3.12) 

where 1(ω) is the i凶 ic乱torfunction of a co凶 itionω;1(ω) = 1 if ωis satisfied and 
1(ω)=00七herwise.Then， using七his'reducibility' (3.11)ぅwehave proved that (3.10) is 
given by a Fredholm determinαηt 
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where χtm(・)= eftmC・)-1う 1三m三M.We call [{c a correlation kernel. 
For L > 0うα>0 andごε勿twe put 
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and M(ご)= limL→∞ M(乙L)，Mjα(ご)= limL→∞ Mα(乙L)，if the limits fi凶telyexist. We 
have introduced the following conditions for initial co凶 gurationsとε9n[45]: 

(C.l) there exists Co > 0 such that IM(乙L)Iく Co，L> 0， 

(C.2) (i) there existαε(1，2) and C1 > 0 such that M，α(ご)三 C1，
(ii) there exist s > 0 and C2 > 0 such that 

M1(Tー α2c(2))三C2(max{1α1，1})-β ぬ εsuppc 

It was shown that， if cε 9no satisfies the conditions (C.l) and (C.2)， then forαε Ia and 

z εCぅ φ~(Z) 三 J!zqnI←ω+Ll(Z) 日nitely exists， and 
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for some c， C > 0 and eε(max{仏 (2-β)}，2)う which are determined by the constants 

Co， C1， C2 and the indices αぅβinthe conditions [45]. Then even if c(Ia) =∞， under 
the conditions (C.l) and (C.2)， JI{c given by (3.12) is well-defined as a correlation kernel 
and dynamics of the Dyson model with an in白nitenumber of particles (三(t)，JPc) exists 
[45]. We note that in the case that c E 9no satisfies the conditions (C.l) and (C.2) with 

constants Co， C1， C2 and indices αand s， then c n [-L， L]， 'v'L > 0 does as well. Then 

we can obtain the convergence of moment generating functions吋n[-L，Ll[f]→吟[f]ω

L →∞ぅ whichimplies the convergence of the probability measures JPcn[-L，Ll→ JPc in 

L →∞ in the sense of finite dimensional distributions [45]. 
By definition of Fredholm determinant， the moment generating function (3.13) can be 

expanded with respect toχtm (-)， 1三m三Mう as
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where zjc)denotes (zjm)??zjに:)and dx幻=H21dzjm)71三m三M.The function 

p〆〆pc's九7、sare called mηωZ口?

function of them. In general， when the moment generating function for the multitime dis-
tribution is given by a Fredholm determinant， all the spatio-temporal correlation functions 
〆aregiven by determinants of matrices， whose entries are special values of a continuous 
function JI{ごう and then the process is said to be dεetε併例T作m'l

JI{c is called a correlation kernel.) The results by Eynard and Mehta reported in [17] 

for a multi-layer matrix model can be regarded as the theorem that the Dyson model is 

determinantal for the special initial con五gurationc = N 00ぅ i.e.， all particles are put at 
the origin， for any N εN. The correlation kernel is expressed in this case by using the 
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Hermite orthogonal polynomials [67]. The present author and H. Tanemura proved thatう

for any fixed initial configuraゐionc E ID1 with c(1R)εN， the Dyson model (3( t)， pc) is 

determinantal， in which the correlation kernel is given by 

]KC(s， x; t， y) =2ff~kご)dzps(Z|Z)かPt(-V-Tylω)

×FT;-zzfl(1一ff7)-1川 Ps-t例外 (3.14) 

where r(ご)is a closed contour on the complex plane C encircling the points in supp c on 
the real line 1R once in the positive direction [45]. When cε 飢 0ぅ (3.14)becomes (3.12) 
by perfonning the Cauchy integrals. 

We no七ethat 3t 三 ~tEtdt③ 3(t) is乱 deteゲγ門?問7

process) on the spatio-temporal field t x 1R with an operator κgiven by κf(sぅx)= 
乞tEtJ~ dy ]K(s， x; t， y)f(t， y) for f(tぅ・)εCo(1R)ぅtεt.When κis s可y即 netr巾icう Sおosぬhn凶1
[伊82司]and Shira叫，iand IτTa北kah~乱邸L弘路人Sぬ弓吐hi吐i [79] gave sufficient conditions for ]Kc to be a correlation 
kernel of a deterrr山 antalpoint process (see also [27]). Such conditions are not known 
for aSylnmetric cases. The present correlation kernels (3.12) a吋 (3.14)are asymmetric 

casesぅ ]Kc(s，x; t， y)チ]Kc(t，y; s， x) by the second terms -l(s > t)Ps-t(xly). Such fornl of 
asynlmetric correlation kernels is said to be 0ぱft仙heEy凶 r吋d叫 eぬh印t

F肝i'romthe view point of statistical phy戸sics民う such asynlnletry is useful to describe 
?η~orηZ θ q伊ui必lib俳r司i計切tれωt包.lmη1sy伊stemη1Sdeveloping in time. In order to demonstrate it， we have stud-
ied the following陀 Jαzαtionphenomenon of the Dyson nlodel with an infini七enUlnber of 
particles. 

We consider the configuration in which every point of the integers Z is occupied by 
one particle， 

♂(.) =乞仇(.) 
tεz 

See Fig.10. It can be confirmed that♂satisfies the conditions (C.1) and (C.2) and thus 
the Dyson model starting fromとへ(三(t)，pC'l')ぅ iswell-defined as a deterrr山 antalprocess 
with an infinite number of particles. 

As a lnatter of factう wehave shown that the correlation kernel is given by [45] 

]Ke (s， x; t， y) = Ksin(s， x; t， y) 

+ {)1_ ( d“ω川kれげぱ川川ed〆円抑kμ附向2汽勺(οt一吋/β山2
ムれ JI悼川k削|三7狩~ ~ 

=Ks副ir加n山l

+ ε e2山 m叶叩一山一一」舟ザ抗2加M抗山刊πρ出 叫2S切2sn
2九ポ，{μ1}伽伽M川e♂〆ρ戸円円π4凸N川2U

2
矧凶包d代内2汽勺恥h山 山(tトh刊tトh吋一寸寸s吋)

η民εZ¥{O} v U 
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R 

Figure 10: Consider the Dyson model starting from the con五gurationin which every point of 

the integers Z is occupied by one particle. This nonequilibrium determinantal process shows a 

relaxation phenomenon to the stationary state μsin. 

(s， t)ε[0，∞)2，(X，y)εR2， where 

土 / dk ek2(t一司/2+何(日)- l(s > t)Ps-t(xJy) 
21f Jlkl三π

[d匂 eddo-s)/2co川 -x)} ル s

Ksin(s， x; t， y) 

Ksin(ιν) if t = s 

-100 

du e
n2u2(，叫川

with 

r dk eFIk(日) =山{π(y-x)} 
九in(X，y) = ，，-_ I πJ1kl三ππ(y-x

¥ (3.15) 

and {)3 is a version of the Jαcobi thetαf匂ηctioηdefinedby 

{)3(V， T) =玄e21rFI…円ベ C;ST> 0 
ηεz 

(3.16) 

By this explicit expression， we can see that 

lim Il(
cZ 
(u + s， x;匂 +t， y) = Ksin(s， x; t， y). (3.17) 
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The国ecorrelation kernel Ksir山うZ町;tうUω)s 
sine kernel. 1 t i包ss可ym1ue抗tr巾ic，K山

with the correlation kernel K山 (s，x; t， y) is an equilibrium dynamics. It is time-reversal 
with respect to the determinantal point processμsin， in which any spatial correlation 
function is given by a detenuinant with the cor同 ationkernel (3.15) called the sine kernel. 
This stationary state μsin is a scaling limit (called the bulk-scaling-limit) of the eigenvalue 

distribution of random matrices in GUE [65ぅ22].See [83， 70ぅ67ぅ43].
The theory of entire functions discusses the relations between the growth of an entire 

function and the distribution of its zeros [64う 69]. Here we set distributions of zeros 
as initial configurations satisちringsome conditions and control the behavior of particles 
at infinity to realize nonequilibrium dynamics of long-rang interacting infinite-particle 
syste1us. Syste1uatic study of detern1inantal processes with infinite number of particles 
exhibiting relaxation phenon1ena is now in progress [44ぅ45，46ヲ 48]以

4 Related Topics 

At the end of七hismanuscriptう 1briefly introduce related topicsう whichwe are interested 
1n. 

4.1 Extreme value distributions of noncolliding diffusion pro-
cesses 

As explained in Section 1.2ぅ BES(3)is the conditional BM to stay positive. When we 
impose an additional condition such that it starts fron1 the origin at time t 0 and 

return to the origin at time t 1う theprocess is called the three-dimensionαl Bessel 

bridge with duration 1ヲ whichis here denoted by Y ( t)ぅO三t三1.
Here we consider the 1uaxIluun1 of Y ( t)う

H1=JR25Y(t). 

See Fig.11 We can show that the distrib凶 onof H1 is described as [52] 

m 三h)=一iεHι削2メ(♂伽η叫h仰)e一ω
nεz 

where Hi(X) is the i-th Hermite polynomial 

[i/2] ・つ
や(-l)J(2x )Z-:lJ 

Iii (x) = i! ) ~ ~ う t ε{0，1ヲ2γ ・・}tzイ!(i-2i)!

( 4.1) 

(4.2) 

lOIt will be interesting to discuss intrinsic relations between the above mentioned relaxation phe-
nomenon toμsin and the interpolation/sαmpli旬 theoremof Whitta1町 andothers [9]， which represents a 
function f in the cardinal sampling series 

ゃ(-l)n 
f(z)=7記f(η)口
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HI--ーーーーー田ーーーー『四局

Time 。

Figure 11: Let H1 be the maximum of the three-dimensional Bessel bridge with duration 1. 
The expectation E[Hi] is expressed by using the value of Riemann zeta function at s εC. 

with [α] =the greatest integer that is not greater than αεIR. By the equation P(H1三
h) = Jo

h 
P1 ( U ) d仏 theprobability density function P1 (u) of H1 is defined， and刈 1moment 

of the random variable H1 is calculated by 

E[Hfl = 1'''''川1ω
As discussed by Biane， Pitman， and Yor [2]， ifwe set E[Hi] = 2(7rj2)s/2c-(S)， the following 
equality is established， 

ごい) js(s-巾一句s川 S)

トト(S-イ川山十匂(1-s)/2ー1)州内)一凡 (4.3) 

where f(z) is the gamma function， ((z) is the Riemαnn zetαfunction， 

的)=ε去め>1， (4.4) 

and 193(v，T) is given by (3.16). See also Chapter 11 in [87]. 
Then we consider an N -tuples of thn~e.-dimensional Bessel bridges conditioned never 

to collide with each other， y(N)(t) = (円(N)(t)， . . . ，1";よf'T)(t) )， 

Oく只(N)く九(N)く ・く yr)7 0く tく 1ぅ

with y(N)(O) = y(N)(l) = O. It is found that (4.1) is generalized for 

Hlv=max Y(N) 
O<t<l 日

as [76， 52] 

P(ん幻)=ーっとj)tAIA%|玄H2同一川η伸一叶 (4.5) 
- ，-ー LnεZ J 
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Extensive study of extreme value distributions of noncolliding processes has been reported 

in [24ぅ36う 18，76う 19ヲ 3う 66，71，31].See also [53，86，42う 58].
Recently， Forrester， Majurndar， and Schehr clarified an equality between the distri-

bution function P (H N 三h)and the partition function of the 2d y(αng-Mills theory on a 
sphere with a gauge group Sp(2N) [23]. Moreover， by using this eq山札lenceぅtheyproved 
that in a scaling limit of P(HN 三九)， the Tnαcy-Widom distribution of GO E of random 

luatrices [84ぅ85]is derived. 

4.2 Characteristic polynomials of random matrices 

Let冗 bean N x N Henuitian randOlU matrix in the GUE. The characteristic polynon1ial 
of a variable αis then given by 

P(α) = det(αIー冗)う

where 1 is the N x N unit luatrix. 1n the connection with the Riemann zeta function 
(4.4)， statistical property of P(α) has been studied [50， 51う 28う 6].Here we consider the 
enseluble average of m-product of characteristic polynon1ial 
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where (・ )CUE(N，o-2)denotes the ensen1ble average in the GUE with variance σ2 of N x 

N Hern1itian n1atrices {冗}， whose eigenvalues are {(ん)~1}' The probability density 
function of eigenvalues of冗 inGUE with variance σ2 is given by 
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(4.7) 

ご=2:と1dXi ε9J1，Xl三X2三・・・三 XNぅ whereCN = (2π)N/2 rr~l r(仏 |z|2=2Lz?? 
and hN(a) is given by (2.7). Then if the expectation of a lueasurable function F of a 
random variable 3 ε9J1 with respect to (4.7) is written as 

ん σ2[F(3)]=ム川Nσ2(ご)d

with setting c =乞と1dxρ a = (Xlぃ • ，XN)ぅ whereda = rr~l dXiぅ (4.6)is written as 

地四(m川 l= EN，0"2 [担(αn-Xl] 

1n Section 3.3う weshowed that the Dyson model (3(t)， ]Fc) is a de剖teぽerr凶I

with t山hecorrelation k，附e町rn削eι1(伶3.1ロ2)for any fixed initial configurationとε9J10 ifご(lR)= 

N εN. Here we consider the situation such that the initial configuration c is distributed 
according to (4.7). Note that by the term hN(a)2 in (4.7)， the GUE eigenvalue distribution 
is in 9J10 w.p.1. 
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By using Aspect 2 of the Dyson model， we can prove that this process， denoted by 
(ヨ(t)，PμN，σ2)，is equivalent with the time shi氏t→t+σ2 of the Dyson model starting from 
the con五gurationN 80 (i. e.， all N particles are put at the orig凶in昨 Thatis， the equality 

(ヨ(t)，PμN，σ2)= (三(t+σ2)， pN80) (4.8) 

holds for arbitrary (72 > 0 in the sense of fini七edimensional distribution [35]. 

This equivalence is highly nontrivial， since even from its special consequence， the 
following determinantal expression is derived for the ensemble average of product of char-
acteristic polynomials; For any N，ηεN，α=(α1，α2， . .. ，α2η)ε([2η?σ2 > 0， 

γN.2nσn(2N+η) 
MGUE(2n，α;N，σ2) _~ ___ /____ ____ ~ 

hn(α1， . . . ，αη)hn(αη+1，'" ，α2n 

r 1 I HN+η(αi/ V2(72) HN+π(αη+j/V2(72) Il 
×品

where 

'YN，2η=円山一明白(N+n-i)1
出(N+η-1)1'

and Hi(X) is the i-th Hermite polynomial given by (4.2). 

Moreover， in order to simpli:fy the above expression， we can use the following iden-
tity， which was recently given by Ishikawa et al. [29] as a generalization of the Cauchy 
determinant 

1 ょ( 1¥hη(a)hn(y) 

1タJ-b¥Xi+ Yj ノ n~=l n7=1 (Xi + Yj) . 

For n三2，a= (X1，・・・ ，Xn)，Y = (Y1，' . . ，yη)，α=(α1，・・・ ?αn)，b = (b1，.・・ ，bη)εCぺ

A n [人τ1~ ~; 1] 
1 X1 Xη1 -1 a1 α1X1 

Z71 Z-1 .. a1 

1 X2 Zη2 -1 α2 α2X2 LEn2 -1 -・α2

( -1)η(η-1)/2 1 Xη n-1 _ _n-1 
X;;: αηαnXn αnZn| 

(4.10) 
n~=l n;=l (Yj - Xi) 1 Y1 ~-1 b1 b1 '1)1 . . . b1 'I)~-1 Yi- - 01 01Y1 ・・・ 1Yi 

1 Y2 y~-l b2 b2Y2 ---b2U;-1 

1 Yη Yη n-1 bη bηUη --bnd-1 

Then we have the expression 

MG出 2n，a; N， (72) = 1_ ~ _ ¥ • ß~t r恥 -1(α'j;(72) 1 ， 
h加(α) 凶，j三2ηL--1V -r'~-.L '_.JJ - J J ( 4.11) 

where 

Hi (α;σ2) 三 (~2r2民(志)
This de抗teぽr口rrr凶I
Br凶均6白zinand Hi立k叩a加I凶I
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4.3 Fomin's determinant for loop-erased random walks and its 

scaling limit 

We consider a network r = (v， E， W)ヲ whereV = {的}and E = {ei} are sets of vertices 
and of edges of an undirected planar lattice， respec七ively，and W = {ω(e)}託 Eis a set of 
the weigh七functionsof edges. For α，b εVう letπbe a walk given by 

el e? eョ e竹

π:α=υ。一二寺町一ニーυ2ーい・-一→υm=0  

where the length of walk is IπI =m  εN  andう foreach 0三t三m-1う Viand Vi+ 1 are 
nearest-neighboring vertices in V and ei εE is the edge connecting these two vertices. 

The weight of πis given by ω(π) =日乙1w( ei). For any two vertices of a， bε Vぅ the
Green's function of walks {π:α →b} is defined by 

W(い)=玄玄 ω(π)

The nlatrix W = (W (α， b))α起 vis called theωαlk mαtrix of the network r. 
The loop-erased part 0ぱfπ爪， der∞:  

πdoes not have selι白1n凶l抗te町rs問ection邸l国Sう七hatis， all vertices Vi，O :::; i :::; m are dis七inctヲ then
LE(π) = 1[， Otherwise， set LE( rr) = LE( rr')ぅwhereπ， is 0 btained by removi時 thefirst 
loop it nlakes. The loop-erasing operator LE maps arbitrary walks to self-αvoidingωαlks 
(SAWs). Note that the nlap is ma閣&創組n町1可.y-tω0-唱-orωωr即 :

by 

iV(ぐ)=乞 ω(π) ( 4.12) 

We consider the statistical ensenlble of SA W s wi七hthe weight (4.12) and call it loop-erased 
randomωαlks (LERWs) [61]. 

Assume that A = {α1， a2ぅ・・.，αN} c V and B = {b1， b2ぅ・・ .， b N} c V are chosen so 
that a町 walkfroln αi to bj intersects any walk frolnαi'， i' > i， to匂"j'く j.The weight of 

N-tuples of independent walks α12blp・・・ぅαN~ bN is given by the product of N weights 
rr~lω (rri)' Then we con副 erN-tuples of walks (π1， rr2ぅ・・・ぅ町)conditioned so that， for 
any 1三tく j:::;Nう thewalk π'j has no comnlon vertices with the loop-erased part of町;

LE(πi) nπj-日う 1三tく j三N. ( 4.13) 

See Fig.12. By defini七ion，LE( rr j) is a part ofπjぅandthus nonintersection of any pair of 
loop-erased parts is concluded froln (4.13); 

LE(町)n LE(πj) = o， 1三tく j三N.

FOlnin proved that total weight of N-tuples of walks satisむringsuch a version of nonin-
tersection condi七ionis give山 ythe minor of walk lnatrixぅdet(WA，B)= detαεA，bEB(W(αうb))
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Figure 12: The situation LE(巧)nπ3二仇j= 1ぅ2is illustrated in a planar domain D， where 
A = (α1ぅα2ぅα3)and B = (b1ぅb2ぅb3)are all boundary points ofθD. In this五gure，LE(π1) 
and LE ( 7r2) denoted by solid curves are the loop-erased parts of the walks 7r1α1→ b1 and 
7了2:α2→ b2， respectively. The third walk 7r3 :α3→ b3 can be self-intersecting， but it does not 
intersect with LE( 7川 norLE(7叫.

[21]. This minor is called Fo 問 η仇7匂sヲd εet ε肘例T門7問7

equality [21， 61] 

det(WA，B) = 2二日ω(7fk) (4.14) 

Kozdron and Lawler [55] consider continuum limit (the diffusion scaling limit) of 

Fomin's determinantal system of loop-erased random walks in the complex plane C， 
where the initial and the五nalpoints A = {αi} and B = {bi} of paths can be put on 

the boundaries of the domains θD. By the diffusion scaling limit each random walk will 
converge to a path of complex BJ¥lI. We should note that， however， the characteristics of 
BJ¥;l look more similar to those of a surface than those of a curve. It implies that the 

Brownian path has loops on every scale and then the loop-erasing procedure mentioned 

above does not make sense for BM in the plane， since we can not decide which loop is 
the五rstone. Kozdron and Lawler proved explicitly， however， that the continuum limit 
of Fominうsdeterminant of the Green's functions of random walks converges to that of the 

Gree山 functionsof Brownian motions [55]. This will enable us to discuss 7ηZω川削O仰7η仰U7巾 附ct“tη
systems 01 loop-enαsed BroωMαηpαths in the sense of Fomin (4.13). Moreover， Kozdron 
[54] showed that 2 x 2 Fomi山 determinantrepresenting the event LE(β1) ns2 =日 fortwo 

complex Brownian paths (s1， s2) is proportional to the probability that ISLE(3) n s = o， 
where γSLE(3) and s denote the SLE(3) path and a complex Brownian path， respectively. 
On the other hand， Lawler and羽Ternergave a correct way to add 'Brownian loops' to an 

SLE(3) path to obtain a complex Brownian path [63]. These 間 ultsimply that the scaling 

limit of loop-erased part of complex Brownian path is described by the SLE(3) path， as 
announced in Section 1.4. 

Setting a sequence of chambers in a planar domain， Sato and the present author ob-
serve the first passage points at which N-tuples of complex Brownian paths (s1ぃ・・ぅグN)
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first e凶ereach chamberぅunderthe condition that the loop-erased parts (LE(sr)， .ー・ぅ LE(sN))
make a nonintersecti時 systemin the domain in the sense ofFonlin (4.13) [75]. It is proved 

that the systelTI of五rstpassage poin七sis a determinantal point process in the planar do-

main， in which the correlation kernel is of Eynard-Mehta type [75]. Interpretation of this 
result in tenTIS of '、祉冶'ITIl町lTIl山 la叫llya加可刊iほdir時 SLE pa剖thsぜ， [伊56，15] will be an interesting future 

problem. 
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